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 Around 90% of the population in developing countries now
use mobile phones

 Mobile phone-related projects by World Bank amount to
US$1.5 billion annually

 Many studies; but most are about impact on a country or
community level, digital divide, and model preference

 Very little is known about how mobile phones really promote
development among individual farmers and what affect that
development

 The knowledge gap needs to be filled to craft more targeted
or farmer-oriented projects related to mobile phones

 How many rice farmers are economically benefiting from the
use of mobile phones in their farms?

 How and how much are farmers economically benefiting from
mobile phone use in terms of knowledge search cost? In
terms of input productivity?

 How do different socio-economic characteristics affect the
acquisition of farmers’ benefits?

 How do different socio-economic characteristics affect the
magnitude of farmers’ benefits?

 Data gathering
– Focus Group Discussion
– Pre-testing of questionnaire/interview dry-run
– Stratified sampling: 10 Provinces with 10 farmerrespondents from each
– In-depth interviews for qualitative and quantitative data

 Data analysis
– Descriptive statistics and frequency analysis for the
economic benefits
– Correlation for the determinants of benefit acquisition
– Regression analysis for the determinant of the
magnitude of benefits



Economic benefit
• Savings on information search cost
in income because of higher input
• Increase
productivity
• Both



Mobile phone use increased the production
efficiency of 59% of the respondents




Mean benefit is PhP3,141 ($75)
Highest total economic benefit was PhP39,730 ($955)

Table 1. Descriptive statistics of the economic benefits of farmers from mobile telephony.

Economic Benefits
Savings on knowledge
search cost
Increase in input
productivity
Total economic benefits

*$1=PhP41.5

No. of farmers who
benefited

Minimum

Maximum

Mean
(N=100)

42

-46

730

39

28

0

39000

3103

59

-13

39730

3141

On knowledge search cost
The benefits






45 respondents saved on
information search cost
Average savings from
transportation cost/tokens/gifts
is only about PhP39 ($1) but
the maximum recorded is
PhP730 ($18)
Majority of the farmers (31) got
up to PhP100 ($2) savings

On knowledge search cost

Table 2. Summary of the respondents’ benefits from mobile telephony in terms of knowledge search.

Number of
farmers

Category
With savings on knowledge
search cost (n=42)
Without savings on
knowledge search cost
(n=58)




Farming benefit

9

Savings

33

Savings and more credible source of info

5

Access to information
Fast answers and more credible source of
information
None

23
30

Better and fast access to information is motivating farmers to use their
mobile phones regardless of cost
Saving their time is most important for the farmers because they are
able to engage in other income-generating activities

On Input productivity
The benefits



28 respondents increased their
income through the technology tips



The average benefit of all farmers
is PhP3103 ($220) while the
average among the benefiting
farmers (28) is PhP11,080 ($267)



Although the highest benefit is at
PhP39,000 ($940), the biggest
group (9) saved up to PhP5,000
($120)

On Input productivity
Table 3. Summary of the respondents’ benefits from mobile telephony in terms of
input productivity.
Number of
Category
Farming benefit
farmers
3
Savings on inputs
With increase in input productivity
9
Higher yield
(n=28)
16
Savings and higher yield
29
New information
Without increase in input productivity
36
Reminders
(n=72)
7
None

•
•

Most benefiting respondents both saved on input cost
and had higher yield
36 farmers were just reminded of technologies that lead
them to practice

On knowledge search cost

The factors affecting benefits/usage
 Distance of the farmer’s house to the DA office
who are living afar from DA offices saved
• Respondents
more on knowledge search cost
• This is due to higher savings on transportation cost
• Another reason is they want to save travel time
Table 4. Socio-economic characteristics affecting savings on knowledge search cost.
Socio-economic characteristics

Correlation coefficient

Distance of house to DA office

.263**

Expenses per season per hectare

-.287**

**Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed).
*Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed).
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Table 4. Socio-economic characteristics affecting savings on knowledge search cost.
Socio-economic characteristics

Correlation coefficient

Distance of house to DA office

.263**

Expenses per season per hectare

-.287**

**Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed).
*Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed).



Expenses per season per hectare
who spend less in farming inputs save more on
• Farmers
knowledge search cost
person thrifty in inputs is also thrifty in other ways,
• Aincluding
when searching for knowledge

On knowledge search cost

Table 5. Significant regression results for knowledge search cost.
Independent Variables

Unstandardized
Coefficients

Sig.

B
(Constant)

70.101

.065

Distance of house to DA office

1.738

.006

Rice produced in the province (metric tons)

.000

.037

-36.981

.023

Farm village urban/rural classification
a. Dependent Variable: Benefits on knowledge search cost
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Every km increase in distance between the farmer’s house and
the DA office would result in around PhP2 increase in savings on
knowledge search cost



Every hundred thousand-metric ton increase in rice production
would save farmers PhP3 in knowledge search cost



A farmer will decrease his/her savings on knowledge search cost
by PhP37 as he/she moves from a rural to an urban farm village

On Input productivity

The factors affecting benefits

Table 5. Socio-economic characteristics affecting
input productivity.
Socio-economic characteristics





The closer the distance of the farm
to the DA office, the higher the
benefit
access to information
• Easier
and inputs
The closer the distance of the farm
to the rice mill, the higher the
benefit
• Easier access to information

Distance of farm to DA office
Distance to nearest rice mill

Correlation
coefficient
-.219*
-.237*

Rice produced in the province
(metric tons)

.203*

Provincial area planted to rice
(hectares)

.201*

Farm village urban/rural
classification

.298**

**. Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed).
*. Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed).
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Farmers who live in provinces with
high rice production and huge area
planted to rice tend to have higher
input productivity
access to inputs and
• Easier
information
• More exposed to government
interventions; more open to
new technologies

Table 5. Socio-economic characteristics affecting
input productivity.
Correlation
Socio-economic characteristics
coefficient
-.219*
Distance of farm to DA office
Distance to nearest rice mill
Rice produced in the province
(metric tons)
Provincial area planted to rice
(hectares)
Farm village urban/rural
classification

-.237*
.203*
.201*
.298**

**. Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed).
*. Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed).
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The factors affecting benefits



Farmers with farms in urban
villages have higher benefits
• Easier access to inputs and
information
exposed to government
• More
interventions; more open to
new technologies

Table 5. Socio-economic characteristics affecting
input productivity.
Correlation
Socio-economic characteristics
coefficient
-.219*
Distance of farm to DA office
Distance to nearest rice mill
Rice produced in the province
(metric tons)
Provincial area planted to rice
(hectares)
Farm village urban/rural
classification

-.237*
.203*
.201*
.298**

**. Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed).
*. Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed).

On Input productivity
Table 6. Significant regression results for input productivity.
Independent Variables
(Constant)
Farm yield per season per hectare (metric tons)
a. Dependent Variable: Benefits on input productivity

Unstandardized
Coefficients
B
4249.391
-560.259

Sig.
.031
.031

 A metric ton increase in farm yield would decrease the farmer’s input
productivity by PhP560
 This is because of the law of diminishing marginal productivity

The benefits of mobile phone use:
 Many farmers benefit from mobile phones economically
 Mobile phone use result in savings on knowledge search cost or
higher income through higher input productivity
 Savings on knowledge search cost
– Savings on transportation costs
– Savings on snacks and gifts/tokens
 Benefits on input productivity
– Savings on inputs
– Higher yield

 Additional benefits:
– Better access to information
– More credible and fast answers to rice production problems
 Average economic benefits of farmers from mobile telephony is
not dramatically high but could still contribute to the income of
farmers
 Higher economic benefits can potentially come from saved time

The beneficiaries of mobile phones
 Mobile phones will be helpful to the following:
– Those who live afar from information sources or those in
isolated areas
– Farmers who want to save on expenses and time when
searching for information
– Farmers who live in areas with good government
agricultural support
– High-income farmers through direct benefits (i.e., savings
on knowledge search and higher input productivity)
– Low-income farmers through indirect benefits (i.e., more
time for other income-generating jobs)

Mobile phones as extension medium
 Has high potential to increase the production efficiency of farmers,
especially in far flung areas
 However…
– Information sent through it should be frequently updated and
customized per region
– It cannot replace personal technical assistance
– It cannot replace farmer demonstration trials
– Along with ICT-related projects, ATs should always be updated and
provided with ample training in order to provide proper help to farmers
– The use of mobile phones can only increase productivity if investment
on it does not limit or replace investments on infrastructure.



Mobile phone projects should be supported or promoted
because it helps farmers



The use of mobile phones in searching for knowledge should
be promoted since it facilitates information transfer among
farmers and between farmers and experts/researchers



Projects that allow interaction between farmers and
researchers and updates farmers of the latest rice science
and technology should be continued provided that the service
is free or given in affordable rates



Infrastructures are still important and inevitable to help
farmers increase income, so the government should continue
to improve irrigation, drying facilities, and farm to market road
along with ICT projects



The DA offices must ensure that the technological tools being
promoted are available, otherwise, the information promoted
by mobile-phone related projects would be useless

 Further study on what determines the
magnitude of farmers’ benefits
 Study on how mobile telephony has
affected the market price of rice
 Impact study using counterfactual group



